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GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT
PUBLIC SUMMARY

- 3D genome structure affects oyster’s transcriptional plasticity upon environmental change.

- 3D architecture compensates for sequence variations during environmental responses.

- Mutation, lincRNA, and accessibility of an enhancer regulate ManIIa expression.

- ManIIa controls muscle function, shell closure, and environmental adaptation of oysters.
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Transcriptional plasticity interactswith natural selection in complexways and
is crucial for the survival of species under rapid climate change. How 3D
genome architecture affects transcriptional plasticity and its interaction
with genetic adaptation are unclear. We transplanted estuarine oysters to a
new environment and found that genes located in active chromatin regions
exhibited greater transcriptional plasticity, and changes in these regions
were negatively correlatedwith selective signals. This indicates a trade-off be-
tween 3D active regions and selective signals in shaping plastic responses to
a new environment. Specifically, a mutation, lincRNA, and changes in the
accessibility of a distal enhancer potentially affect its interaction with the
ManIIa gene, which regulates the muscle function and survival of oysters.
Our findings reveal that 3D genome architecture compensates for the role
of genetic adaptation in environmental response to new environments and
provide insights into synergetic genetic and epigenetic interactions critical
for fitness-related trait and survival in a model marine species.
INTRODUCTION
Rapid climate change poses a serious threat to global biodiversity and

ecosystem functions. Therefore, the survival of organisms increasingly depends
on their ability to respond to novel environmental conditions in real time. Pheno-
typic plasticity, which is a single genotype that produces various phenotypes in
different environments, is a widespread adaptive strategy for short-term environ-
mental fluctuations.1,2 Transcriptional plasticity is commonly used to explore the
relationship between plastic change and evolutionary adaptation,3–5 another
form of organismal responses to environmental disturbance via allele frequency
changes. However, to what extent and under what conditions transcriptional
plasticity facilitates or impedes evolutionary adaptation remains controversial.
Plastic changes can serve as emergency responses, irrespective of the fitness,
and are often necessary for organism survival; they reduce the risk of extinction
and provide time for organisms to achieve optimal fitness.2,6,7 This adaptive plas-
ticity exists only when the modified environment is similar to the organism’s
native or ancestral environments.3,8 Selection favors adaptive plastic changes
that are highly sensitive to reliable environmental cues.9–13 Ongoing stabilizing
or purifying selection eliminates standing genetic variations for traits with a
high degree of adaptive transcriptional plasticity under stable long-term environ-
mental conditions.12,13 However, some studies have found that plastic re-
sponses compensate for rather than strengthening genetic adaptation, resulting
in maladaptive plasticity due to the mismatch between gene expression and an
environment that the organisms have not experienced previously.4,5,14 These
mismatched plastic changes to novel environments can evolve via genetic ac-
commodation.15,16 However, the mechanistic basis for the interplay between
maladaptive plastic responses and selection is unclear.

Theoretical and empirical work has documented that there exists a regulatory
interaction between genomic variation and plasticity. Genome-wide studies have
revealed that many environmentally responsive or fitness-related loci are located
ll
within noncoding or intergenic genomic regions rather than within coding se-
quences.9,10,17,18 In particular, distal upstream regulatory elements, such as en-
hancers, rather than local promoters, have been found to be under selection
and show adaptive divergence among populations distributed across spatiotem-
poral environmental gradients.7,18 The interaction between genomic variation
and plasticity is specified by sequence diversity in these distal regulatory ele-
ments, which can modulate the expression of downstream genes and underlie
transcriptional plasticity.7,12,17 Knowledge of the genome topology and local
chromatin accessibility can illustrate how variations in regulatory elements affect
gene expression plasticity.
The three-dimensional (3D) configuration of the genome is complex and

important for DNA transcription, replication, recombination, and repair, and af-
fects many biological processes. In addition to its basic nucleosome-level orga-
nization, the chromatin is further organized into chromatin loops, topologically
associated domains (TADs), relaxed or compact compartments, and chromo-
some territories, which comprise prevalent epigenetic features that can affect nu-
clear function, gene expression, and many cellular functions.19–24 Although 3D
chromatin topology and accessibility regulate gene expression during develop-
ment and disease,25–27 how variations in genome architecture contribute to tran-
scriptional plasticity under environmental change is poorly understood. It is also
unknown whether environmental changes alter the 3D genome architecture and
re-orchestrate plasticity as a general mechanism of the environmental response.
Recent advances in sequencing technologies, such as whole genome next-gen-
eration sequencing, Hi-C sequencing, and assay for transposase-accessible chro-
matin sequencing (ATAC-seq), have facilitated high-resolution studies of the sig-
natures of selection and 3D genome interactions in non-model species.
Elucidating environmentally induced changes in chromatin topology and acces-
sibility candeepenour understanding of the plastic capacity ofmarine organisms
under climate change.
Recent studies have shown that standing genetic variation increasing plastic

responses can help organisms, especially estuarine invertebrates, to adapt to un-
familiar environments, and genome organization plays a critical role in shaping
this interaction between genomic variation and plasticity.28,29 Oysters are ecolog-
ically and economically important bivalve molluscs that inhabit estuarine and
intertidal zones, and they experience sharp environmental fluctuations, especially
in temperature and salinity, owing to the tide cycle.30,31 As sessile organisms
incapable of active movement, oysters10,11,32 and other intertidal or shallow
sea species33–35 have evolved high genetic diversity and plasticity to cope
with rapid changes in ambient conditions. Closely related species and different
populations within the same species have evolved divergent genomic structure
and plastic responses, which contributes to adaptation to environmental gradi-
ents.9–11 In particular, the estuarine oyster Crassostrea ariakensis is broadly
distributed in China, spanning over 20� latitudes and exposed to substantial fluc-
tuations in temperature and salinity from northern to southern habitats.9,36

Based on reciprocal transplant experiments, it was found that oysters derived
fromnorthern habitats canbarely survive in southern environmentswith elevated
temperatures, even for a short-term culture during summer.36 This indicates that
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 environmentally induced plastic responses cannot bring oysters closer to

optimal fitness. Genome-wide sequencing studies have revealed that the north-
ern and southern populations have evolved strong genetic variations. Moreover,
directional selection prefers to act on environmentally responsive genes, and
noncoding regions exhibit higher genomic divergence than coding regions, espe-
cially in upstream intergenic regions.9,10 These findings highlight the association
between plasticity and regulatory elements and their significance in the environ-
mental adaptation of oysters.

In bivalves, shell closure is the first physical barrier in response to changes of
ambient conditions. As an important fitness trait, the bivalves swiftly close their
shells when they encounter environmental stresses, which can also be an indica-
tor of health status in bivalves.37,38 Oysters thatmaintain tight shell closure, such
asCrassostrea virginica, survive better under hypoxia and air exposure than other
oysters, such as C. ariakensis, that do not.39,40 Two types of adductor muscles,
smooth and striated, play important roles in this response.41 Smooth muscle
generates the force to keep shells closed tightly for long periods,whereas striated
muscle facilitates the rapid and repetitive opening and closing of shells.38,42 The
paramyosin-rich thick filaments in smoothmuscle contribute to its catch tension,
and the fusion dynamics of filaments affects catch contractions.42,43 However,
the molecular regulation of shell closure is not well understood, and whether
this trait yields environmental plasticity that involves changes in chromatin topol-
ogy and accessibility changes is unknown.

In this study, the estuarine oyster was used to investigate how 3D chromatin
configuration affects transcriptional plasticity and fitness, as determined by the
function of muscles. An analysis of 3D genome patterns in oysters translocated
froma native northern habitat to a non-native southern environment provided the
dynamics of the chromatin topology landscape during environmental change. In
addition to providing a link between 3D genome architecture and selective sig-
nals, our findings revealed that chromatin 3D topology is an important regulatory
mechanism of transcriptional plasticity, which interacts with selective signals to
regulate fitness-related traits in estuarine oysters in a cooperative manner. This
may be a general mechanism important for the environmental adaptation ofma-
rine organisms to rapid climate change.
RESULTS
Characterization of the high-order structure of the oyster genome

To investigate the role of 3D chromatin structures in the response of marine
molluscs to environmental changes, we conducted in situ Hi-C and RNA
sequencing in estuarine oysters from northern China (Bohai Sea) and those
translocated to southern China (South China Sea).44 Biological replicates from
the same environments showed higher association scores between each other
than those from different environments (Table S1).

We constructed a Hi-Cmap to examine genome packing at the chromosomal
level at a low resolution (200 kb). The map showed strong contact signals along
the diagonal, representing intra-chromosomal contacts (Figures 1A and S1).
Intra-chromosomal (cis-) contacts were approximately 2.00- to 3.18-fold higher
than inter-chromosomal (trans-) contacts (Table S2), although the frequency of
cis-interactions decreased rapidly with linear distance (Figure S2).

After inspecting the high-order structures of the oyster genome through a prin-
cipal-component analysis, chromatin regions in each chromosome were orga-
nized into A and B compartments corresponding to active and inactive regions,45

respectively (Figure 1A). There was a higher ratio of genomic regions in compart-
ment A than in compartment B (Table S3).We generated a contactmap using 20
kb bins to examine the local patterns of chromatin packing at higher resolution. A
visual inspection revealed that oyster genomeswere further organized into TADs
(Figure 1A). We identified 2,923 and 2,893 TADs in oysters living in the northern
and southern environments, respectively (Table S3). Furthermore, A compart-
ments and TAD boundaries displayed higher gene densities than B compart-
ments and intra-TAD regions in both environments (Figure 1B). Genes within A
compartments exhibited significantly higher expression levels than those in B
compartments (p< 0.001, Wilcoxon rank-sum test, Figure 1C). Gene expression
was significantly higher in oysters from the non-native southern environment
than in those from the native northern environment in all compartments (Fig-
ure 1C). There were no differences in the expression of genes located in the
intra-TAD regions and of those at TAD boundaries (p > 0.05; Figure 1C).

To explore transcriptional regulation mediated by chromatin accessibility, we
performed ATAC-seq to identify open chromatin regions across the genome.
2 The Innovation 4(4): 100464, July 10, 2023
ATAC-seq peaks were enriched near the TAD boundaries (Figure S3) and highly
enriched around the transcriptional start site for all oyster samples (Figure S4A).
Over 60% of the peaks were in putative promoter and intergenic noncoding re-
gions (Figure S4B). Genes adjoining accessible regions showed significantly
higher expression than those in compact chromatin regions (p < 0.001; Fig-
ure S5). The oysters from the non-native southern environments also exhibited
significantly higher gene expression than those from the native northern habitats
(p < 0.001; Figure S5).
Chromatin topology differences associated with environmental
conditions
We found that 9.4% (26.6Mb) of the A compartments switched to B and 10.7%

(31.4 Mb) of the B compartments switched to A when oysters were translocated
from the native northernhabitat to the non-native southernenvironment. Further-
more, 0.8% (4.8 Mb) of the intra-TAD regions switched to TAD boundaries,
whereas 84.6% (5.6 Mb) of the TAD boundaries switched to intra-TAD regions
(Table S4). There were dynamic changes in the types and matching frequencies
of the sequence motifs at the TAD boundaries, which were also associated with
the ATAC-seq peaks, when the oysters were translocated to the non-native envi-
ronment (Table S5). Several motifs that were recognized as transcription factors,
includingUNC-86 andUNC-62 that showRNApolymerase II cis-regulatory region
sequence-specific DNA-binding activity, were enriched in the oysters translo-
cated to the non-native environment (p % 1.40E�13).
We investigated the dynamics of genome-wide gene expression profiles dur-

ing environmental translocation and observed divergent expression patterns be-
tween oysters dwelling in the native and translocated environments (PC1 =
52.1%; Figure 1D). A total of 1,095 and 711 differentially expressed genes
(DEGs) (6.09% of the genome) were significantly upregulated and downregu-
lated, respectively (p < 0.05, fold change >1.5), following the environmental
change. A total of 398 DEGs were associated with 3D structure alterations in
the genome. A large fraction (62.2%, 1,023 out of 1,806) of the DEGs were ad-
joined with accessible regions (Figure S6).
Among the DEGs associated with 3D structure alterations (compartments or

TAD switch) or adjacent to accessible regions, those involved in energy meta-
bolism were significantly enriched (p < 0.05, Table S6). The genes involved in
lipolysis (fatty acid degradation) were highly expressed in the non-native south-
ern environment, whereas those involved in carbohydrate metabolism (glycol-
ysis, pyruvate metabolism, and the citrate cycle) were highly expressed in the
native northern habitat (Figure S7).
A higher ratio of DEGswas observed in the stable A compartment, TAD bound-

aries, and regions that changed into A compartments and TAD boundaries after
translocation than in the other regions (Figure 1E). Of the four types of chromatin
topology changes, genes in genomic regions that recruited topological switches
of B-to-A compartments and intra-to-boundary TADs exhibited higher plasticity
when oysters were translocated to the non-native environment (Figure 1F).
Relationship between selective signals and chromatin topology
alterations
To explore the relationship between genetic adaptation due to long-term diver-

gent evolution and changes in chromatin topology after short-term environ-
mental changes, we scanned whole-genome variations to identify genomic re-
gions under selection between wild native populations of the northern and
southern environments.9 The “3D response regions” were defined as changes
in active genomic regions, including those in the A compartments and TAD
boundaries, when oysters were translocated to the non-native southern environ-
ment. The lengths and number of genes within the 3D response regions and un-
der selection were measured at the chromosomal level, along with the average
FST value and plasticity of gene expression, to assess the relationship between
adaptive evolution and environmental response.
Genomic regions exhibiting selective sweep signals ranged from 0.10 to 3.23

Mb among the 10 chromosomes. The sizes of the regions under selection and
3D response regions were not correlated with chromosomal length (p > 0.05,
rselection = 0.32, rcompartment A = �0.55, rTAD boundary = �0.09, Spearman corre-
lation; Figure 2A). Chromosomes with large regions under selection showed
decreased 3D response regions after environmental translocation (Table S7).
There was a significantly negative association between genomic length under
selection and in the 3D response regions of the A compartments (p = 0.0018,
www.cell.com/the-innovation
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Figure 1. Characteristics of the 3D architecture of the oyster genome under environmental changes (A) Hi-C contact heatmap for 10 oyster chromosomes in the native (northern)
habitat at 200 kb resolution (top), with a zoomed-in 6-Mb region of chromosome 8 at 20 kb resolution (bottom). Genemodels are indicated by blue triangles on the left of the heatmap.
Compartments A (red) and B (blue) were classified using the first principal component fromHOMER at the bottom of the heatmap. TADs are identified by insulation scores at the top of
the heatmap and marked by blue lines inside. (B) Gene density for genomic regions belonging to compartments A (compartA) and B (compartB) and TAD boundaries (Boundary) and
intra-TAD (Intra) in oysters from the northern (N) and southern (S) environments. (C) Expression levels (log10[FPKM]) of genes in compartments A (compartA) and B (compartB) and
TAD boundaries (Boundary) and intra-TAD (Intra) of oysters from the northern (N) and southern (S) environments. Data are presented as violin plots. The black and bold blue dashed
lines denote the first quartile, median, and third quartile of the data. (D) Principal-component analysis (PCA) plot for genome-wide gene expression profiles of oysters sampled from the
northern (N) and southern (S) environments. (E) Percentage of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in genomic regions where compartments and TADs were changed (compar-
tA2compartB, compartment A to compartment B; compartB2compartA, compartment B to compartment A; Intra2Boundary, TAD-intra to TAD boundary; Boundary2Intra, TAD
boundary to TAD-intra) and unchanged (stable compartA/compartB and stable Intra/Boundary) when the oysters were translocated from the northern to southern environments. (F)
Plasticity of genes (log2[absolute fold change]) in genomic regions and under selection or where compartments and TADs were changed upon oyster translocation. (C and E) The left/
up and right/bottom panels represent compartments and TADs, respectively. Asterisks and different letters indicate significant differences (***p < 0.001). The error bars represent
standard error of the mean (SEM) values.
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r = �0.85) and TAD boundaries (p = 0.0077, r = �0.78) (Figure 2A). Further-
more, the number of genes in the regions under selection and 3D response re-
gions in the A compartments (p = 0.0038, r = �0.82) and TAD boundaries (p =
0.0032, r = �0.83) were negatively correlated at the chromosomal level,
whereas the total gene number per chromosome was positively correlated
ll
with the number of genes under selection (p = 0.0061, r = 0.79) but was nega-
tively correlated with that in the 3D response regions in TAD boundaries (p =
0.030, r = �0.68) (Figure 2B).
We examined the relationship between FST and plasticity at the chromosomal

level and detected robust negative associations (p = 0.038, r =�0.66; Figure 2C).
The Innovation 4(4): 100464, July 10, 2023 3



Figure 2. Relationships between long-term genomic evolution and short-term chromatin topological alterations and characterization of chromosomal plasticity (A and B) Cor-
relations among (A) the length and (B) gene number of each chromosome (Chr) and genomic regions under selection (Selection) and with changes in compartments A (CompartA)
and TAD boundaries (Boundary) when oysters were translocated to non-native environments. The red 3 indicates that correlation is not significant. (C) Relationship between gene
expression plasticity and fixation index (FST) of each chromosome. The straight and curved dashed lines show the fit and 95% confidence intervals, respectively. (D) Plasticity
(log2[absolute fold change]) of genes in genomic regions with changes in compartments A (left 10 bars) and TAD boundaries (middle 10 bars) for each chromosome and selective
signals in the genome (G). (E) Plasticity (log2[absolute fold change]) of genes adjoining altered (gain or loss) and invariably (other) accessible regions in thewhole genome (G, gray) and
chromosomes 1 (blue), 5 (green), and 10 (orange). Data are presented as boxplots; the central rectangle spans the first to third quartiles of the distribution, and the “whiskers” above
and below the box show the maximum and minimum estimates. The line inside the rectangle denotes the median, whereas dots represent outliers. The asterisks indicate significant
differences (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001).
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Chromosomes 1, 5, and 10 had a higher plastic capacity, ranging from 0.56 to
0.63 (median), than the other chromosomes; however, they exhibited a lower se-
lective sweep signal with FST values ranging from 0.027 to 0.048 (median) (Fig-
ure 2C). Furthermore, we investigated the contribution of genes in the 3D
response regions to the plasticity of each chromosome. The genes in the 3D
response regions of the A compartments of these three chromosomes exhibited
higher plasticity, ranging from 0.64 to 1.0 (median). Those with altered TAD
boundaries on chromosomes 5 and 10 exhibited higher plasticity, ranging
4 The Innovation 4(4): 100464, July 10, 2023
from 0.64 to 0.72 (median). Plasticity induced by these topological changes
was significantly higher than that of the genes under selection (p < 0.01;
Figure 2D).
To explore whether the changes in the open chromatin peakswere connected

to increased plasticity when the oysters were translocated to the non-native envi-
ronment, we compared the plasticity of the genes closest to differentially (gain or
loss) and invariably (other) accessible regions at thewhole-genome and chromo-
somal levels. The gene-adjoining regions that gained accessibility exhibited
www.cell.com/the-innovation
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Figure 3. Chromatin interactions, accessibility, and transcription associatedwithManIIa (A) Hi-C contactmap between the 20 kb upstream region and 14.17Mb noncoding region of
ManIIa. Gene models are shown as blue triangles. (B and C) ATAC-seq and RNA-seq tracks of ManIIa and its 20 kb upstream noncoding region (B) and the predicted interacted
genomic regions at 14.17Mb upstream (C) for oysters from native northern and non-native southern environments. Calling of ATAC-seq and RNA-seq accounts for both replicates. (D)
Validation of four enhancers associated with ManIIa using a Dual-Luciferase Reporter Assay System in human 293T cells (n = 3). Different letters and asterisks indicate significant
differences (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01; two-tailed Student’s t test without multiple comparisons for each enhancer and ANOVA for multiple comparisons among four enhancers). (E) Tn5-
FISH of predicted chromatin interactions between the predicted enhancers (E1 and E3) and 10 kb upstream region ofManIIa. RFI is the relative fluorescent intensity of dots indicated
by orange arrows in the merged images.
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significantly higher plasticity than the adjoining regions that were losing accessi-
bility or unaltered at the genome level. Similar results were observed for chromo-
somes 1 and 5 (p < 0.05, Wilcoxon rank-sum test; Figures 2E and S8).

Changes in chromatin interactions and the accessibility of the
ManIIa gene

We evaluated chromosomes 1 and 5, which evolved higher plasticity not only
at the chromosome level and in the active genomic regions of A compartments
and TAD boundaries, but also in regions that gained access to chromatin. A total
of 14 gene-adjoining regions that gained accessibility showed changes in chro-
matin topology (Figure S9A). Only one gene, annotated as class II alpha-manno-
sidase (ManIIa), showed differential expression, changes in chromatin topology,
including switches from B-to-A compartment, loop shifts, and changes in the
accessibility of adjoining genomic regions in response to environmental change
(Figures 3A and 3B). The transcription of ManIIa was significantly upregulated
(log2[fold change] = 1.73, p = 0.019) when oysters were translocated to the
non-native southern environment (Figure S9B).

We scanned the genomic regions with changes in chromatin interactions be-
tween 20 kb upstreamnoncoding regions ofManIIa and other noncoding regions
within chromosome 5, as well as those with changes in chromatin accessibility,
to identify candidate enhancers that could interact with transcription factors and
regulate gene expression. Two differentially accessible regions (DARs) in the
12.86 kb (E1) and 19.51 kb (E2) upstream regions were identified as potentially
proximal enhancers (p < 0.05; Figure 3B). We identified noncoding loop forma-
tions in the 5 kb upstream regions of this gene and two DARs in loop in the
ll
14.167-Mb (E3) to 14.168-Mb (E4) upstream region (p < 0.05; Figure 3C), thus
predicting two distal enhancers.
Furthermore, we conducted a dual-luciferase reporter assay and found signif-

icantly increased transcriptional activities for all four predicted enhancers
(p < 0.05, Student’s t test), whereas the two proximal enhancers (E1 and E2)
showed significantly higher activities than the two distal enhancers (E3 and
E4) (p< 0.001; Figure 3D). Tn5-FISH confirmed the interactions between the pre-
dicted enhancers (proximal E1 and distal E3) and 10 kb upstream noncoding re-
gions ofManIIa. The proximal E1 interactedwith the upstream region ofManIIa in
both the native and non-native environments. However, the distal E3 showed
weak or no interactions with the upstream region ofManIIa in the native environ-
ment. New and strong interactions were formed after translocation to the non-
native southern environment (Figure 3E). We further found that the E3 sequence
could be transcribed to a long intergenic noncoding RNA (lincRNA_E3) in the
native habitat but not in the non-native environment (Figure 3C).

Expression regulation of ManIIa by a selective locus in E3
To investigate the role of E3 in regulating ManIIa expression, we assessed its

genomic region to predict regulatory element motifs that could bind to transcrip-
tional factors and identified genomic variants (single-nucleotide polymorphisms
[SNPs]) in thesemotifs that exhibited divergent allele frequencies between native
northern and southern populations.9 We identified one motif in E3 that was pre-
dicted to bind to the transcription factor UNC-62 (Figure 4A). An SNP (C/A) in this
motif that shows significantly divergent allele frequencies between the native
northern and southern oysters was detected. All southern oysters contained
The Innovation 4(4): 100464, July 10, 2023 5



Figure 4. Genetic regulation of the distal enhancer
(E3) for ManIIa expression (A) Motif sequence and
predicted binding transcription factor in E3. The star
indicates that the genotype frequency of this locus
was significantly different between the northern and
southern oyster populations. (B) Divergence in geno-
type frequency of SNPs in E3 between northern
and southern oyster populations. The y axis repre-
sents log(10)-transformed p values of the c2 test.
Embedded pie graphs indicate allele frequencies of
this SNP in the northern (N) and southern (S) native
oysters. (C) Transcriptional activity of wild-type and
mutant E3 using a Dual-Luciferase Reporter Assay
System in human 293T cells (n = 3). (D) Binding ca-
pacity of wild-type andmutant E3 with nucleoproteins
using an electrophoretic mobility shift assay. (E)
Expression level of ManIIa in oysters with or without
mutated E3. Mut in (C–E) indicates E3 with C-to-A
mutations. Asterisks indicate significant differences
(***p < 0.001, two-sided Student’s t test without
multiple comparisons).
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the C allele, whereas 5.1% of northern oysters had the heterozygousCA genotype
(p = 0.026; Figure 4B). A dual-luciferase reporter assay detected a significant
0.48-fold reduction in transcriptional activity (p < 0.001) (Figure 4C).

To further examine whether this mutation affects the binding capacity of E3,
we conducted an electrophoretic mobility shift assay and found a faster shift
in the nucleoproteinwith themutatedE3 thanwith the dominant CC E3 genotype
(Figure 4D). Furthermore, oysters with the C-to-A mutation had a significantly
decreased ManIIa expression (2.51-fold) compared with CC oysters (p =
0.0022; Figure 4E).

Functions of ManIIa and lincRNA_E3 in shell closure and environmental
response

Tissue-specific gene expression showed that ManIIa had significantly higher
expression in smoothmuscle than in other tissues (p<0.05; Figure S10).Weper-
formed RNA interference (RNAi) experiments to investigate whetherManIIa and
lincRNA_E3 affect smooth muscle and shell closure. The expression levels of
ManIIa and lincRNA_E3 were significantly decreased in RNAi-treated oysters
compared with control oysters (p < 0.01; Figure 5A). The ManIIa_RNAi oysters
contained significantly higher mannose-containing glycan content than the con-
trol oysters (p < 0.01; Figure 5B). The anatomical structure of smooth muscle in
ManIIa_RNAi oysters became less compact than that in control oysters upon vi-
sual inspection (Figure 5C). Histological sections confirmed loose and twisted
smooth muscle in the ManIIa_RNAi oysters (Figure 5D), with significantly wider
fiber intervals than those in controls (p< 0.01; Figure 5E). Furthermore, theMan-
IIa_RNAi oysters exhibited a significantly weaker muscle adducting tension than
the control oysters (p < 0.01; Figure 5F). We further found that theManIIa_RNAi
oysters showed decreased survival post-acute heat stress (Figure 5G).

Inverse responses were detected in the lincRNA_E3_RNAi-treated oysters. In
detail, they exhibited a significantly decreased mannose-containing glycan con-
tent (p < 0.01; Figure 5B), compact fiber intervals and smooth muscle structure
(Figures 5C–5E), significantly strengthened muscle tension, and increased sur-
vival compared with the control and ManIIa_RNAi oysters (p < 0.05;
Figures 5F and 5G).
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We investigated the environmental responses
of this regulatory pathway involved in shell
closure. The northern oysters showed signifi-
cantly lower survival in non-native southern envi-
ronments (61.7%) than in their native habitat
(81.7%, p = 0.015; Figure S11A). The expression
ofManIIawas significantly higher in the southern
environment than in the northern environment,
whereas that of lincRNA_E3 was significantly
lower in the southern environment (p < 0.001;
Figure S11B). The mannose-containing glycan
content was significantly lower (32.43%) after
the oysters had been translocated to the non-
native southern environment (p = 0.0023; Fig-
ure S11C). Although it was difficult to distinguish
anatomical structures (Figure S11D) and histological sections (Figure S11E) be-
tween northern and southern oysters by visual inspection, oysters that survived
in the southern environment had significantly smaller smooth muscle fiber inter-
vals (Figure S11F) and stronger tension force than those that survived in the
north (p = 0.0013; Figure S11G).

DISCUSSION
In this study, we revealed that the oyster genome is organized into higher-or-

der 3D architecture, including compartments and TADs, a prevalent epigenetic
feature in model species that is critical for many cellular processes and the
regulation of gene expression.20–24 Genes located in A compartments exhibited
high gene density and expression levels, suggesting that compartmentalization
in the oyster genome may be governed by the same evolutionary tenet as
terricolous plants21 and animals,24,46 which is supposed to be responsible for
evolutionary adaptation to environmental gradients. Although gene density at
TAD boundaries was higher than that in the intra-TAD regions, they showed
no expression differences. We speculate that the small sample size may
have influenced this result, which differed from previous studies reporting
that genes at the TAD boundaries showed high expression levels in model spe-
cies.20,23 In addition, 3D genome architecture was sensitive to environmental
translocation, especially for regions of TAD boundaries. These topological
changes were contemporary responses to environmental translocation, and
further research is needed to assess whether these changes can be inherited
by next generations as an evolutionary adaptation; an example is induced DNA
methylation that showed transgenerational inheritance for two generations in
oysters.47,48 High open chromatin peaks that could potentially interact with reg-
ulatory elements were enriched in the TAD boundaries, which may contribute to
the high flexibility of TAD alterations. Genes near open or accessible regions
showed high expression levels, and more than half of the DEGs were adjoined
with open regions (intergenic regions). This provides further evidence that non-
coding genomic regions play an important role in regulating downstream gene
expression in response to environmental change.9,10 In addition, divergent
expression pattern of DEGs with 3D structure alterations (compartments and
www.cell.com/the-innovation
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Figure 5. Functions ofManIIa and lincRNA_E3 in regulating mannose-containing glycan content, smooth muscle structure, and shell closure (A and B) Expression level ofManIIa
(A) and lincRNA_E3 (B) in the smooth muscle of oysters treated with injections ofManIIa_RNAi, lincRNA_E3_RNAi, nonsense dsRNA sequences, or DEPC water. (C and D) (C) Content
ofmannose-containing glycan in and (D) anatomical structure of oyster smoothmuscle of four treatments. The orange arrow shows loose and twisted smoothmuscle (photo by A.L.).
(E) Histological sections of oyster smooth muscle after RNAi treatments. (F) Distance of smooth muscle fiber intervals of four treatments. (G) Muscle tension in oysters after RNAi
treatments. (H) Survival post-acute heat stress (41�C for 1 h) of oysters after 10 days of recovery after RNAi treatments. Different letters indicate significant differences
(p < 0.05, ANOVA).
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TAD switch) or adjacent to accessible regions was detected where genes
involved in lipolysis (fatty acid degradation), and carbohydrate metabolism
(glycolysis, pyruvate metabolism and the citrate cycle) were highly expressed
in non-native southern and native northern environments, respectively. Consid-
ering the large temperature difference between the two locations, our findings
indicate that energy metabolism comprise a common strategy for the adapta-
tion of marine species to temperature disturbance.49,50 We propose that the
temperature difference contributes to alterations in the 3D genome configura-
tion of genes responsible for energy metabolism, whereas different energetic
pathways play important roles in the adaptive responses of oysters to high-
and low-temperature conditions.10,51

We found that the dynamics of 3D genome architecture underlie the tran-
scriptional plasticity of estuarine oysters when translocated to new environ-
ments. The 3D response regions that were organized into A compartments
and TAD boundaries after translocation enhanced gene expression plasticity.
However, genes under directional selection showed limited plasticity. These
findings suggest that chromosomes under strong directional selection have a
limited capacity to respond positively to tremendous environmental changes
that have not been experienced in the recent past. The intensity of selection
and environmental difference determines the nature of the plasticity of organ-
isms when responding to changing conditions.3,7,8,14 We speculate that strong
ll
genetic differentiation and dramatic environmental changes could result inmal-
adaptive plastic responses when oysters from northern habitats are subjected
to a non-native southern environment.9,36 Thus, plastic changes cannot bring
oysters closer to optimal fitness, resulting in a mismatch between the induced
phenotype (gene expression) and the environment. Although directional selec-
tion acts on the selective sweep regions of northern oysters and favors genes
that are sensitive to environmental cues, it was specifically responsible for adap-
tation to northern habitats.9 Thus, there were insufficient standing or cryptic
genomic variations around selective signals in northern oysters for plastic re-
sponses to such short-term transplantation to non-native conditions. This
robust negative correlation indicates a trade-off between 3D response regions
and selective signals in shaping gene expression plasticity, whichmay be a gen-
eral mechanism critical for environmental responses.7,13

Our data showed that some chromosomes are specialized to respond
rapidly to environmental change. In chromosomes 5 and 10, the genes in 3D
response regions and regions gaining access showed greater transcriptional
plasticity than those of the other chromosomes in response to short-term envi-
ronmental translocation. However, they exhibited lower selective sweep signals
during long-term adaptive evolution. Thus, genes in some designated chromo-
somes are responsible for most plastic responses that are dominated by 3D
genome topology. This finding provides insight into the regulatory mechanism
The Innovation 4(4): 100464, July 10, 2023 7



Figure 6. Schematic diagram of shell closure regula-
tion in oyster Shell closure is controlled by smooth
muscle, mannose-containing glycan, ManIIa, and
distal enhancer (E3), as well as the environmental
conditions. A point mutation (C to A) in E3 relaxes its
binding capacity to transcription factors (such as
UNC_62), resulting in a decrease inManIIa expression.
The lincRNA transcribed from E3 could also repress
the expression of ManIIa in the north site. Upregula-
tion of ManIIa expression decreased the levels of
mannose-containing glycans, enforced smooth mus-
cle structure, and subsequently strengthened shell
closure (photo by C.W.).
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of maladaptive plasticity and its relationship with natural selection in a model
marine species.9,13

We provided an interesting case showing that the interaction between 3D
genome architecture and selective locus regulates the expression plasticity of
a key gene responsible for a fitness-related trait. The interaction between the
distal enhancer and ManIIa was formed/reinforced, and the chromatin was
more accessible after translocation to a non-native environment, which may
have potentially upregulated ManIIa expression and strengthened shell closure
for survival. However, a point mutation (C to A) in the transcription factor-binding
motif of this enhancer was identified. We speculate that this mutation affects
chromatin topology and accessibility, thus relaxing its capacity to bind with tran-
scription factors and cofactors and decreasing the transcriptional activity of this
enhancer, thus resulting in downregulatedManIIa expression. For oysters used in
multi-omic analysis, although they showed the same genotype of C/C in both the
north and south environments, the newly formed or enhanced interaction,
increased accessibility, and gene expression could be induced by drastic environ-
mental changes. Furthermore, this point mutation was specifically found in oys-
ters derived from native northern habitats. The lincRNA transcribed from this
enhancer, which negatively regulates ManIIa expression, was also specifically
highly expressed in the native northern environment. We speculate that shell
closure may not be critical in the moderate or colder northern environment;
thus, selection can endure oysters with a heterozygous enhancer that may be
with a lower evolutionary cost than that in a homozygote32 and help those
with a relatively lower ManIIa expression can also survive. Besides, critical role
of lincRNA suggests that trait-associated lincRNAs were generally derived
from enhancer regions and play an important role in transcriptional regulation.52

Futureworkwill be necessary to directly clarify howvariations in enhancers (such
as point mutations in and lincRNA transcribed from the E3) affect 3D genome
architecture and downstream gene expression.

ManIIa is a key enzyme that catalyzesmannose removal in theN-linkedglyco-
sylation of proteins.53,54 Silencing ManIIa can lead to the accumulation of
mannose-containingglycans inoysters.55The looseand twistedsmoothmuscle
structure observed in ManIIa_RNAi oysters indicates that high levels of
mannose-containing glycan may repress muscle growth by competitively bind-
ing to mannose receptors with high affinity, which inhibits myoblast-myotube
fusion by decreasing myoblast motility.56 Dysfunction of smooth muscle
8 The Innovation 4(4): 100464, July 10, 2023
weakens the shell closure of oysters and de-
creases survival under environmental stress.
These results indicate that ManIIa is critical for
and is conserved in motor function, whereas
silencing ManIIa can result in disturbances in
muscular atrophy55 and survival.57–59Moreover,
the upregulation of ManIIa transcription may
play other roles in the environmental responses
of oysters by enhancing protein folding and sta-
bility, as heat shock proteins are upregulated by
environmental stress.30,31

This study provides an overview of the
genomic landscape, including 3D configurations
and selective signals, of a model marine species
subjected to environmental change. Our results
demonstrated that active regions in 3D genome
configurations enhance transcriptional plasticity,
whereas those under selection limit transcrip-
tional plasticity. We suggest that a trade-off or complementarity between 3D
genome topology and selective signals may be a central evolutionary tenet for
environmental adaptation.We found that the interaction between 3D genome ar-
chitecture and selective loci regulates the gene expression plasticity of a focal
fitness-related trait. The 3D configuration changes after translocation to a new
environment yielded/enhanced the interaction betweenManIIa and its enhancer,
which leads to upregulatedManIIa transcription but further negatively regulated
by a mutation and lincRNA from the enhancer. In addition, we revealed the
conserved function ofManIIa in muscle growth. UpregulatedManIIa expression
decreased the levels of mannose-containing glycans, promoted smooth muscle
structure, and subsequently strengthened shell closure (Figure 6), which is critical
to the survival of the estuarine oyster. Our findings highlights the importance of
the 3D genome architecture in facilitating transcriptional plastic responses to a
new environment and its compensatory interaction with selective signals in
shaping plasticity under directional selection, thereby advancing our understand-
ing of the relationship betweenplasticity and natural selection. Our results further
provide insights into the complex genetic and epigenetic interactions critical for
fitness-related traits and environmental adaptation of marine species.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
See supplemental information for details.
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